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English. Lhota Naga. Jupuria Naga. 
Wax, 2. Ockha Nidso 

Wet, ». Uncha 

When, ad. Kothonga 
Where, ad. Koia Makoa 

Which, pro. Choktto Mapa 

White, a. Mia Apo 

Who? pron. Chita Hana 

Wide, a. Choakk 

Widow, z. Emi Janténgits 

Widower, 2. Khiangran Jantéva 

Wife, x. Ang Janngia 

Within, prep. Tachungi 

Woman, 2. Eloi Déhiek 

Wood, z. Otong Pan 

Wrist, 7. Khemhiék 

Yam, 2. Mani Hakhton 

Year, 2. Enzakha Ranpa 

Yes, ad. Hokha 

On the S'ulvasitras.—By Dr. G. Tarnaut, Anglo-Sanskrit Professor, 
Banaras College. 

It is well known that not only Indian life with all its social an1 poli- 
tical institutions has been at all times under the mighty sway of religion, 
but that we are also led back to religious belief and worship when we try 

to account for the origin of research in those departments of knowledge 

which the Indians have cultivated with such remarkable success. At first 

sight, few traces of this origin may be visible in the S’astras of later times, 

but looking closer we may always discern the connecting thread. The 

want of some norm by which to fix the right time for the sacrifices, gave 

the first impulse to astronomical observations ; urged by this want, the priests 

remained watching night after night the advance of the moon through the 

circle of the nakshatras and day after day the alternate progress of the sun 

towards the north and the south. The laws of phonetics were investigated, 

because the wrath of the gods followed the wrong pronunciation of a single 

letter of the sacrificial formulas ; grammar and etymology had the task 

of securing the right understanding of the holy texts. The close connexion 

of philosophy and theology—so close that it is often impossible to decide 
EE ‘ 
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where the one ends and the other begins—is too well known to require 
any comment. 

These facts have a double interest. They are in the first place valua- 

ble for the history of the human mind in general; they are in the second 

place important for the mental history of India and for answering the 

question relative to the originality of Indian science. For whatever is 

closely connected with the ancient Indian religion must be considered as 

having sprung up among the Indians themselves, unless positive evidence 

of the strongest kind point to a contrary conclusion. 

We have been long acquainted with the progress which the Indians 

made in later times in arithmetic, algebra, and geometry ; but as the in- 

fluence of Greek science is clearly traceable in the development of their 

astronomy, and as their treatises on algebra, &c., form but parts of astro- 

nomical text books, it is possible that the Indians may have received from 

the Greeks also communications regarding the methods of calculation. I 

merely say possible, because no direct evidence of such influence has been 

brought forward as yet, and because the general impression we receive 

from a comparison of the methods employed by Greeks and Indians re- 

spectively seems rather to point to an entirely independent growth of this 

branch of Indian science. The whole question is still unsettled, and new 

researches are required before we can arrive at a final decision. 

While therefore unable positively to assert that the treasure of mathe- 

matical knowledge contained in the Lilavati, the Vijaganita, and similar 

treatises, has been accumulated by the Indians without the aid of foreign 

nations, we must search whether there are not any traces left pointing to 

a purely Indian origin of these sciences. And such traces we find in a class 

of writings, commonly called S’ulvasttras, that means “stitras of the 

cord,” which prove that the earliest geometrical and mathematical investiga- 

tions among the Indians arose from certain requirements of their sacrifices. 

. “S/ulvastitvas” is the name given to those portions or supplements of the 

Kalpasutras, which treat of the measurement and construction of the different 

vedis,or altars, the word ‘“‘s’ulva”’ referring to the cords which were employed 

for those measurements. (I may remark at once thatthe sutras themselves 

do not make use of the term “s'ulva”; a cordis regularly called by them 

“yajju”’.) It appears that a s’ulva-adhyaya or, pras‘na or, instead of that, a 

s‘ulvaparis‘ishta belonged to all Kalpasitras. Among the treatises belong- 

ing to this class which are known to me, the two most important are the 

S‘ulvastitras of Baudhayana and of A’pastamba. The former, entitled to the 

first place by a clearer and more extensive treatment of the topics in ques- 

tion, very likely forms a part of Baudhayana’s Kalpasttra; the want of 

complete manuscripts of this latter work prevents me from being positive 

on this point. The same remark applies to the S’ulvastitra of A’pastamba. 
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Two smaller treatises, a Manava S’ulvasttra and a Maitrayaniya S’ulva- 

stitra, bear the stamp of a later time, compared with the works of Baudha- 

yana and A’pastamba. ‘The literature of the white Yajur Veda possesses a 
S‘ulvaparis‘ishta, ascribed to Katyayana, and there is no sufficient reason 

for doubting that it was really composed by the author of the Kalpasttra. 

The first to direct attention to the importance of the Sulvasitras was 

Mr. A. C. Burnell, who in his “Catalogue of a Collection of Sanscrit 

Manuscripts,” p. 29, remarks that “ we must look to the S’ulva portions of 

the Kalpasttras for the earliest beginnings of geometry among the Brah- 

mans.” 

I have begun the publication of Baudhayana’s S’ulvasitra, with the 

commentary by Dydarakanathayajvan and a translation, in the May number 

of the “ Pandit, a monthly Journal of the Benares College, etc.”, and intend 

as soon as | have finished Baudhayana, to publish all other ancient S’ulva 

works of which I shall be able to procure sufficiently correct manuscripts. 

In the following pages I shall extract and fully explain the most important 

sutras, always combining the rules given in the three most important s’ulva 

treatises, those of Baudhayana, A’pastamba, and Katyayana, and so try to 
exhibit in some systematic order the knowledge embodied in these ancient 

sacrificial tracts, 

The sutras begin with general rules for measuring ; the greater part 

of these rules, in which the chief interest of this class of writings is con- 

centrated, will be given further on. In the next place they teach how to 

fix the right places for the sacred fires, and how to measure out the vedis 

of the different sacrifices, the saumiki vedi, the paitriki vedi ,and so on. 

The remainder of the stitras contains the detailed description of the 

construction of the “agni’, the large altar built of bricks, which was re- 

quired at the great soma sacrifices. 

This altar could be constructed in different shapes, the earliest enu- 
meration of which we find in the Taittiriya Samhita, V. 4. 11. 

Following this enumeration Baudhéyana and A’pastamba furnish us 

with full particulars about the shape of all these different chitis and the 

bricks which had to be employed for their construction. The most ancient 

and primitive form is the chaturasras’yenachit, so called because it rude- 

ly imitates the form ofa falcon, and because the bricks out of which it is 

composed are all of a square shape. It had to be employed whenever 

there was no special reason for preferring another shape of the agni; and 

all rules given by brahmanas and stitras for the agnichayana refer to it in 

first line. A full description of the construction of this agni according to 

the ritual of the white Yajur Veda and of all accompanying ceremonies hag 

been given by Professor A. Weber in the 13th volume of the ‘‘ Indische 

Studien.” A nearer approach to the real: shape of a falcon or—as the 
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sutras have it—of the shadow of a falcon about to take wing is made 
in the s’yena vakrapaksha vyastapuchchha, the falcon with curved wings 

and outspread tail.* The kafkachit, the agni constructed in the form 

of a heron, or according to Burnell (Catalogue, p. 29) of a carrion kite, 

is but a slight variation of the s’yenachiti; it is distinguished from it 

by the addition of the two feet. The alajachit again is very little diffe- 

rent from the kafkachit, showing only a slight variation in the ontline 

of the wings. What particular bird was denoted by the word alaja, 

the commentators are unable to inform us; in the commentary to Taittir. 

Samh. V. 5. 20 it is explained as “bhasa”, which does not advance 
us very much, as the meaning of bhasa itself is doubtful. Next comes 

the pratigachit, the construction imitating the form of the praiiga, the 

forepart of the poles of a chariot, an equilateral acutangular triangle and 

the ubhayatah-pratigachit made out of two such triangles joined with 

their bases. Then follows the rathachakrachit, the altar constructed in the 

form of a wheel; in the first place the simple rathachakrachit, a massive 

wheel without spokes, and secondly, the more elaborate sérarathachakrachit, 

representing a wheel with sixteen spokes. The dronachit represents a 

drona, a particular kind of tub or vessel; it could be constructed in two 

shapes, either square or circular (chaturasradronachit and parimandala- 

dronachit), ‘The parichayyachit, which is mentioned in the next place, is 

in its circular outline equal to the rathachakrachit, but it differs from it in 

the arrangement of the bricks, which are to be placed in six concentric 

circles, The samthyachit has likewise a circular shape; its characteristic 

feature was that loose earth was employed for its construction instead of 

the bricks. Of the s’mas‘Anachit a full description together with the 

necessary diagrams will be given further on. ‘The last chiti mentioned is 

the kurmachit, the altar representing a tortoise ; the tortoise may be either 

vakranga, of an angular shape, or parimandala, circular. 

Every one of these altars had to be constructed out of five layers of 

bricks, which reached together to the height of the knee ; for some cases 

ten or fifteen layers and a correspondingly increased height of the altar 

were prescribed. Every layer in its turn was to consist of two hundred 

bricks, so that the whole agni contained a thousand ; the first, third, and 

fifth layers were divided into two hundred parts in exactly the same 

manner; a different division was adopted for the second and the fourth, so 

that one brick was never lying upon another brick of the same size and form. 

Regarding the reasons which may have induced the ancient Indians 

to devise all these strange shapes, the Samhitégs and Brahmanas give us 

* The plates accompanying this paper contain the diagrams of three different chitis ; 

diagrams of all the remaining chitis will be given in the ‘ Pandit’ in the proper places. 
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but little information. Thus we read for instance in the Taittiriya 

Samhita : 

S‘yenachitam chinvita suvargakamah, s’yeno vai vayasam patishthah, 

s‘yena eva bhutva suvargam lokam patati. 

‘¢ He who desires heaven, may construct the falcon-shaped altar; for 

the falcon is the best flyer among the birds ; thus he (the sacrificer) having 

become a falcon himself flies up to the heavenly world.” 

In the same place the dronachiti is brought into connexion with the 

- acquiring of food ; the praiiga and rathachakra are described as thunderbolts 

which the sacrificer hurls on his enemies, and so on. Here as in many 

other cases we may doubt if the symbolical meaning which the authors of 

the brahmanas find in the sacrificial requisites and ceremonies is the right 

one ; still we cannot propose anything more satisfactory. 

But the chief interest of the matter does not lie in the superstitious 

fancies in which the wish of varying the shape of the altars may have 

originated, but in the geometrical operations without which these varia- 

tions could not be accomplished. ‘The old yajnikas had fixed for the most 

primitive chiti, the chaturasras’yenachit, an area of seven and a half 

square purushas, that means:seven and a half squares, the side of which 

was equal to a purusha, 7. ¢., the height of a man with uplifted arms. This 

rule was valid at least for the case of the agni being constructed for the 

first time; on each subsequent occasion the area had to be increased by one 
square purusha. 

Looking at the sketch of the chaturas’ra s‘yena we easily understand 

why just 74 square purushas were set down for the agni. Four of them 
combined into a large square form the atman, or body of the bird, three 

are required for the two wings and the tail, and lastly, in order that the 

image might be a closer approach to the real shape of a bird, wings and tail 

were lengthened, the former by one fifth of a purusha each, the latter by one 

tenth. ‘The usual expression used in the sutras to denote the agni of this 

area is “agnih saptavidhah sdratniprades’ah, the sevenfold agni with 

aratni and prddes’‘a,” the aratni being the fifth ( = 24 angulis), and the 

prades’a, the tenth of a purusha ( = 12 angulis). 

Now when for the attainment of some special purpose, one of the 

variations enumerated above was adopted instead of the primitive shape of 

the agni, the rules regulating the size of the altar did not cease to be valid, 

but the area of every chiti whatever its shape might be—falcon with curved 

wings, wheel, pratiga, tortoise, etc.—had to be equal to 7; square purushas. 

On the other hand, when at the second construction of the altar one square 

purusha had to be added to the seven and a hali constituting the first chiti, 
and when for the third construction two square purushas more were re- 

quired the shape of the whole, the relative proportions of the single 
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parts had to remain unchanged. A look at the outlines of the different 

chitis is sufficient to show that all this could not be accomplished without 

a certain amount of geometrical knowledge. Squares had to be found 

which would be equal to two or more given squares, or equal to the differ- 

ence of two given squares; oblongs had to be turned into squares and 

squares into oblongs; triangles had to be constructed equal to given 

squares or oblongs, and so on, The last task and not the least was that of 

finding a circle, the area of which might equal as closely as possible that 

of a given square. 

Nor were all these problems suggested only by the substitution of the 

more complicated forms of the agni for the primitive chaturasras’yena, al- 

though this operation doubtless called for the greatest exertion of ingenuity ; 

the solution of some of them was required for the simplest sacrificial con- 

structions. Whenever a figure with right angles, square or oblong, had to 

be drawn on the ground, care had to be taken that the sides really stood 

at right angles on each other; for would the ahavaniya fire have carried 

up the offerings of the sacrificer to the gods if its hearth had not the shape 

of a perfect square? There was an ancient precept that the vedi at the 

sautramant sacrifice was to be the third part of the vedi at the soma sacri- 

fices, and the vedi at the pitriyajna its ninth part; consequently a method 

had to be found out by which it was possible to get the exact third and 

ninth part of a given figure. And when, according to the opinion of some 

theologians, the garhapatya had to be constructed in a square shape, ac- 

cording to the opinion of others as a circle, the difference of the opinions 

referred only to the shape, not to the size, and consequently there arose 

the want of a rule for turning a square into a circle. 

The results of the endeavours of the priests to accomplish tasks of this 

nature are contained in the paribhasha sitras of the S‘ulvastitras. The 

most important among these is, to use our terms, that referring to the 

hypotenuse of the rectangular triangle. The geometrical proposition, the 

discovery of which the Greeks ascribed to Pythagoras, was known to the 

old Acharyas, in its essence at least. They express it, it is true, in words 

very different from those familiar to us; but we must remember that they 

were interested in geometrical truths only as far as they were of practical 

use, and that they accordingly gave to them the most practical expression. 

What they wanted was, in the first place, a rule enabling them to draw 
a square of double the size of another square, and in the second place 

a rule teaching how to draw a square equal to any two given squares, and 

according to that want they worded their knowledge. The result is, that 

we have two propositions instead of one, and that these propositions speak 

of squares and oblongs instead of the rectangular triangle. 
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These propositions are as follows : 

Baudhayana : 

sHaqtaeraatagarsat ute TFs | 
The cord which is stretched across—in the diagonal of—a square 

produces an area of double the size. 

That is: the square of the diagonal of a square is twice as large as 

that square. 

Apastamba : 

qqrareuatafgansat us atifa | 
Katyayana: 

3 SHAGCIAT MACH ZaTA | 
The cord in the diagonal of a square is the cord (the line) producing 

the double (area). 

“ Samachaturasra”’ is the term employed throughout in the S’ulva- 

stitras to denote a square, the ‘‘ sama” referring to the equal length of 

the four sides and the chaturasra implying that the four angles are 

right angles. ‘The more accurate terminology of later Indian geometry 

distinguishes two classes of samachaturas’ras, or samachaturbhujas, viz. 

the samakarna samachaturbhuja and the vishamakarua samachaturbhuja ; 

the S’ulvasutras, having to do only with the former one, make no such 

distinction. Akshnayarajju is the ancient term, representing the later 

‘‘karmmarajju” or simply ‘‘karna.’’ “Area” is here denoted by ‘‘ bhimi,” 

while in later times ‘‘ kshetra” expressed this idea, and ‘‘ bhami’’ became 

one of the words for the base of a triangle or any other plane figure. 

The side of a square is said to produce that square (karoti), a way of 

speaking apparently founded on the observation that the square is found 

by multiplying the number which expresses the measure of the side by it- 

self; if the side was five feet long, the square was found to consist of 

5 x 5 little squares, &e. The expression was not applicable to other plane 

figures, to an oblong for instance; for there the area is the product of two 

sides of different length, neither of which can be said to produce the figure 

by itself. 
The side of a square, or originally the cord forming the side of a square, 

is therefore called the ‘‘karani’’ of the square. That “‘rajjw’ is to be 

supplied to “ karani”, is explicitly stated by Katyayana : 

aM ACT fAsSHa GaAs fa Tas | 
By the expressions: karani, karavi of that (of any square) &., we 

mean cords. 
The side of a square being called its karani, the side of a square of 

double the size was the “dvikarani”, the line producing the double (I 

shall for convenience sake often employ the terms “‘side” or * line” 
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instead of “cord’’); this was therefore the name for the diagonal of a 
square. Other compounds with karani will occur further on; the change 
of meaning which the word has undergone in later times will be consider- 

ed at the end of this paper. 

The authors of the sutras do not give us any hint as to the way in 

which they found their proposition regarding the diagonal of a square; 

but we may suppose that they, too, were observant of the fact that the 

square on the diagonal is divided by its own diagonals into four triangles, 

one of which is equal to half the first square. This is at the same time 

an immediately convincing proof of the Pythagorean proposition as far as 

squares or equilateral rectangular triangles are concerned. 

The second proposition is the following : 

Baudhayana : 

HII VI Waar fadiearht T qquya qeaegua 
Rife | . 

The cord stretched in the diagonal of an oblong produces both (areas) 

which the cords forming the longer and the shorter side of an oblong pro- 

duce separately. 

That is: the square of the diagonal of an oblong is equal to the 

square of both its sides. 

Apastamba : 

LATA: TAM HAVA FT AaMAG Gta sa Tifa | 
Katyayana gives the rule in the same words as Baudhayana. 

The remark made about the term samachaturasra applies also to 

“‘ dirghachaturasra” “the long quadrangle” meaning the long quadrangle 

with four right angles. “ Pars’vamani (rajju)” is the cord measuring the 

pars‘va or the long side of the oblong or simply this side itself; tiryanmani, 

the cord measuring the horizontal extent or the breadth of the oblong, in 

other words its shorter side, which stands at right angles to the longer 

side. Noteworthy is the expression ‘‘ prithagbhute;” for as one of the 

commentators observes it is meant as a caution against taking the square 

of the sum of the two sides instead of the sum of their squares (prithag- 

grahanam samsargo ma bhid ity evamartham). 

It is apparent that these two propositions about the diagonal of a 

square and an oblong, when taken together, express the same thing that 

is enunciated in the proposition of Pythagoras. 

But how did the sitrakaras satisfy themselves of the general truth of 

their second proposition regarding the diagonal of rectangular oblongs ? 

Here there was no such simple diagram as that which demonstrates 

the truth of the proposition regarding the diagonal of a square, and other 

means of proof had to be devised. 
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Baudhiayana : 

fauqeEacetuaufeaa: yeefratfeatr: afsaagqrey fanaa: 
faaqey fener: qaefuaretay maaicaarerefau | 

This (viz. that the diagonal of an oblong produces by itself, &c.,) is 

seen in those oblongs the sides of which are three and four, twelve and five, 

fifteen and eight, seven and twenty-four, twelve and thirty-five, fifteen and 

thirty-six (literally, the sides of which consist of three parts and four parts, 

&e.) 

This stitra contains the enumeration of, as we should say, five Pytha- 

gorean triangles, 2. ¢., rectangular triangles, the three sides of which can 

be expressed in integral numbers. (Baudhéyana enumerates six ; but the 

last is essentially the same with the second, 15 and 36 being 3 X 5 and 

3 X 12.) Baudhdyana does not give the numbers expressing the length 

of the diagonals of his oblongs or the hypotenuses of the rectangular trian- 

gles, and I subjoin therefore some rules from A’pastamba, which supply 

this want, while they show at the same time the practical use, to which the 

knowledge embodied in Baudhayana’s sutra could be turned. 

The vedi or altar employed in the soma sacrifices was to have the 

dimensions specified in the following : 

favumerta yaar at qarfacdt wafa vetay na argh wqrey ata: 
qeanfacaifa Sfaa aatearad | 

The western side is thirty padas or prakramas long, the prachi or east 

line (2. ¢., the line drawn from the middle of the western side to the mid- 

dle of the eastern side of the vedi) is thirty-six padas or prakramas long ; 

the eastern side twenty-four ; this is the tradition for the vedi at the soma 

sacrifices. 

Now follow the rules for the measurement of the area of this vedi: 

uefa x faraTaseie WIT AAAI ATE Zeng waw Gyeug Taw 
Peace faay uvgefuaa efaurgiaa Ne frersqicae art 
faqaeiar waafuadaqaay greta RE freraaaacaeray a aea- 
twa faecua 

Add to the length of thirty-six (7. ¢., to a cord of the length of thirty- 

six either padas or prakramas) eighteen (the whole length of the cord is 

then 54), and make two marks on the cord, one at twelve, the other at 

fifteen, beginning from the western end; tie the ends of the cord to the 

ends of the prishthya line (the prishthya is the same as the prachi, the line 

directed exactly towards the east and west points, and going through the 

centre of the vedi. The fixing of the prachi was the first thing to be done 

when any altar had to be measured out. The methods devised for this 

end will not be discussed here, as they are based on astronomical observa- 

tions ; for our purpose it is sufficient to know that a line of 36 padas length 
ye 5ds 
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and ranning from the east towards the west had been drawn on the ground. 

On both ends of this line a pole was fixed and the ends of the cord of 54 

padas length tied to these poles) and taking it by the sign at fifteen, draw 

it towards the south; (at the place reached by the mark, after the 

cord has been well stretched) fix a pole. Do the same on the northern 

side (7. e., draw the cord towards the north as you have drawn it just 

now towards the south). By this process the two s’ronis, the southwest 

corner and the southeast corner of the vedi are fixed. After that ex- 

change (the ends of the cord; ¢. ¢., tie that end which had been fastened 

at the pole on the east end of the prachi to the pole on its west end 

and vice versd), and fix the two amsas (‘‘ shoulders” of the vedi, 7. e., the 

southeast corner and the northeast corner). This is done by stretching 

the cord towards the south having taken it by the mark at fifteen and 

by fixing a pole on the spot reached by the mark at twelve; and by 

repeating the same operation on the northern side. The result are the 

two amsas. This is the measurement of the vedi by means of one cord 

(the measurements described further on require two cords each). (See 

diagram 1.) 

The whole process described in the preceding is founded on the know- 

ledge that a triangle, the three sides of which are equal to 15, 36, 39, is 
rectangular. 

The end aimed at was to draw the east and the west side of the vedi 

at right angles on the prachi. Accordingly, the prachi a b being 36 feet 

long, a cord ac b ( = 54 ) was divided by a mark into two parts ae = 39 

and b c = 15 and fastened at a and b. If then this cord was taken at e, 

and stretched towards the right, the angte a b c could not but be a right 

angle. The same applies to the angles a bd, bae, and baf. In fixing 

the two east corners, both marks on the cord had to be employed, the mark 

at fifteen being used for constructing the right angle, the mark at 12 giving 

to the east side of the vedi the prescribed length (24 padas). 

Taq GeareaTaTssy | 

The diagonal cord of an oblong, the side cords of which are three and 
four, is five. 

arfufatwenfacy aT | 
With these cords increased three times (by itself ; 2. e., multiplied by 

four) the two eastern corners of the vedi are fixed. 

The proceeding is as follows: (See diagram 2.) 

At c, at a distance of 16 padas from a, the east end of the prachi, a 
pole is fixed and then a cord of 82 feet length tied to the pcles at a and e. 
The cord is marked at a distance of 12 padas from a, and then taken by the 
mark and drawn towards the south until it reaches the positionaec. Thus 

a 
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EXPLANATION TO FIGURE 1. 
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EXPLANATION TO FIGURE 13, 

The agnikshetra of the sararathachakrachit before squares have been turned 

iuto circles. 

abed, the nave of the wheel; efgh—abcd, the areacomprising the spokes 

and the spaces between the spokes; iklm—efgh, the felloe of the wheel. 
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a triangle is formed, the sides of which are 12, 16, 20 and this triangle “is 

a rectangular one; a e stands at right angles on ac, and as it isjust 12 padas 

long, e marks the place of the southeast corner of the vedi. The north east 

corner d is found in the same way. 

Sqcwatfa: Brew | 
With the same cords increased four times (7. ¢., their length multiplied 

by five) the two western corners of the vedi are found. 

In this case a cord of 40 padas length is tied to the poles at c and b, 

and marked at the distance of 15 padas from b. Then it is taken by the 

mark and drawn towards the south into the position bg ce. The result isa 

rectangular triangle as above; g marks the place of the southwest corner. 

The same operation repeated on the north side gives f ag the place of the 

northwest corner of the vedi. 

Another method for the measurement of the vedi follows : 

glefmaufeandra are trary ats facy aT | 
The diagonal cord of an oblong, the sides of which are twelve and five, 

is thirteen; with these cords the two east corners are fixed. 

(See diagram III.) 

A pole is fixed at the distance of five padas from the east end of the 

prachi, a cord of twenty-five padas length fastened at a and c, marked at 

the distance of 12 padas from a, drawn towards the south &c., as above. 

Facet: are | 
With these cords increased twice (multiplied by three) the two western 

corners are fixed. 

The requisite rectangular triangle is here formed by the whole prichi 

= 36, and by acord of 54, divided by a mark into two pieces of 15 and 39. 

Another method follows: 

qectaafea de wrafaree acer fa: Are | 

The diagonal cord of an oblong, the sides of which are fifteen and eight, 

is seventeen ; with these cords the two western corners are fixed. 

(See diagram 4.) 
A pole b is fixed at the distance of eight padas from d, a cord of 32 

padas tied to b and d, &ec. 

gefraqgayfnaan satay Pearce fT y aT 
The diagonal cord of an oblong, the sides of which are twelve and 

thirty-five is thirty-seven; with these cords the two eastern corners are 

fixed. 
A pole is fixed at c, thirty-five padas to the west from a; a cord of 

forty-nine padas tied to a and c, &e. 
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vara fasaita afefascuifa wef | 
So many “ cognizable” measurements of the vedi exist. 

That means: these are the measurements of the vedi effected by oblongs, 

of which the sides and the diagonal can be known, i. €., can be expressed 

in integral numbers. 

In this manner A’pastamba turns the Pythagorean triangles known 

to him to practical use (the fourth of those which Baudhayana enumerates 

is not mentioned, very likely because it was not quite convenient for the 

measurement of the vedi), but after all Baudhayana’s way of mentioning 

these triangles as proving his proposition about the diagonal of an oblong 

is more judicious, It was no practical want which could have given the 

impulse to such a research—for right angles could be drawn as soon as one 

of the “ vijneya” oblongs (for instance that of 3, 4, 5) was known-—but the 

want of some proof which might establish a firm conviction of the truth of 

the proposition. 

The way in which the Sttrakaras found the cases enumerated above, — 

must of course be imagined as a very primitive one. Nothing in the 

sutras would justify the assumption that they were expert in long cal- 

culations. Most likely they discovered that the square on the diagonal 

of an oblong, the sides of which were equal to three and four, could be 

divided into twenty-five small squares, sixteen of which composed the 

square on the longer side of the oblong, and nine of which formed the 

area of the square on the shorter side. Or, if we suppose a more con- 

venient mode of trying, they might have found that twenty-five pebbles or 

seeds, which could be arranged in one square, could likewise be arranged 

in two squares of sixteen and of nine. Going on in that way they would 

form larger squares, always trying if the pebbles forming one of these 

squares could not as well be arranged in two smaller squares. So they 

would form a square of 36, of 49, of 64, &c. Arriving at the square form- 

ed by 13 X 13 — 169 pebbles, they would find that 169 pebbles could be 
formed in two squares, one of 144 the other of 25. Further on 625 peb- 

bles could again be arranged in two squares of 576 and 49, and so on. 

The whole thing required only time and patience, and after all the number 

of cases which they found is only a small one. 

Having found that, in certain cases at least, it was possible to express 

the sides and the diagonal of an oblong in numbers, the Sttrakéras natu- 

rally asked themselves if it would not be possible to do the same thing for 

asquare. As the side and the diagonal of a square are in reality incom- 

mensurable quantities we can of course only expect an approximatiye 

value ; but their approximation is a remarkably close one. 

Baudhayana: 

TAU SHAT TATE GqQVaaagqray “aq | wana | 
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Increase the measure by its third part and this third by its own fourth 

less the thirty-fourth part of that fourth; (the name of this increased mea- 

sure) is savis’esha. 

Apastamba gives the rule in the same words. 
Katyayana: 

acct edad asans @aquaiaagray waa atau cfa fara | 

The sutras themselves are of an enigmatical shortness, and do not state 

at all what they mean by this increasing of the measure; but the com- 

mentaries leave no doubt about the real meaning ; the measure is the 

karani, the side of a square and the increased measure the diagonal, the 

dvikarani. If we take 1 for the measure, and increase it as directed, we get 

1 1 

Bx4 8x4 34 
ed into a decimal fraction gives: 1:4142156 ...... Now the side of a 

square being put equal to 1, the diagonal is equal to 4/ 2 = 1-414213 .. 

Comparing this with the value of the savis‘esha we cannot fail to be 
struck by the accuracy of the latter. 

The question arises: how did Baudhayana or Apastamba or whoever 

may have the merit of the first investigation, find this value? Certainly 

they were not able to extract the square root of 2 to six places of decimals ; 

if they had been able to do so, they would have arrived at a still greater 

degree of accuracy. I suppose that they arrived at their result by the 

following method which accounts for the exact degree of accuracy they 

reached. 

Endeavouring to discover a square the side and diagonal of which 

might be expressed in integral numbers they began by assuming two as 

the measure of a square’s side. Squaring two and doubling the result 

they got the square of the diagonal, in this case = eight. Then they tried to 

arrange eight, let us say again, eight pebbles, ina square; as we should say, 

they tried to extract the square root of eight. Being unsuccessful in this 

attempt, they tried the next number, taking three for the side of a square; 

“but eighteen yielded a square root no more than eight had done, They 

proceeded in consequence to four, five, &c. Undoubtedly they arrived soon 

at the conclusion that they would never find exactly what they wanted, 

and had to be contented with an approximation. ‘The object was now to 

single out a case in which the number expressing the square of the diago- 

nal approached as closely as possible to a real square number. I subjoin 

a list, in which the numbers in the first column express the side of the 

squares which they subsequently tried, those in the second column the 

square of the diagonal, those in the third the nearest square number, 

: : if 
the following expression: 1+ 3 + and this turn- 
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1 2. 1. ile 242. 256. 

2 8. 2 12. 288. 289, 
3 See elG: 13. 338. 324. 

4, 32. 36. 14. 392. 400. 

5. 50. 49. 15. 450. 441. 

6 72. 64. WG, 512. 529. 

7 98. 100. 17. 578. 576. 
8 Wiss “IAL, 18. 648. 625. 

¥) 1625-169: 19. W227, eee 

10. 200. 196. 20. 800. 784. 

How far the Sutrakéras went in their experiments we are of course 

unable to say; the list up to twenty suffices for our purposes. Three 

eases occur in which the number expressing the square of the diagonal 

of a square differs only by one from a square-number; 8 —9; 50 — 49; 

288 — 289; the last case being the most favourable, as it involves the 

largest numbers. The diagonal of a square, the side of which was equal to 

twelve, was very little shorter than seventeen ( 4/ 289 = 17). Would 

it then not be possible to reduce 17 in such a way as to render the square 

of the reduced number equal or almost equal to 288 ? 

Suppose they drew a square the side of which was 17 padas long, 

and divided it into 17 XK 17 = 289 small squares. If the side of the 
square could now be shortened by so much, that its area would contain 

not 289, but only 288 such small squares, then the measure of the side 

would be the exact measure of the diagonal of the square, the side of which 

is equal to 12 (12° + 12° — 288), When the side of the square is shortened 

alittle, the consequence is that fromtwo sides of the square a stripe is cut off ; 

therefore a piece of that length had to be cut off from the side that the 

area of the two stripes would be equal to one of the 289 small squares. 

Now, as the square is composed of 17 X 17 squares, one of the two stripes 

cuts off a part of 17 small squares and the other likewise of 17, both together 

of 34 and since these 34 cut-off pieces are to be equal to one of the squares, 

the length of the piece to be cut off from the side is fixed thereby : it must 

be the thirty-fourth part of the side of one of the 289 small squares. 

The thirty-fourth part of thirty-four small squares being cut off, one 

whole small square would be cut off and the area of the large square 

reduced exactly to 288 small squares ; if it were not for one unavoidable 

circumstance. The two stripes which are cut off from two sides of the square, 

let us say the east side and the south side, intersect or overlap each other 

in the south-east corner and the consequence is, that from the small square 
2 1 2 

ao ee in that ‘not = are cut off, but onl in that corner no BED (Gls Ott, Toe OHly Sr 34 x 34 
a Thence the 
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error in the determination of the value of the savis’‘esha. When the side 

33 
of a square was reduced from 17 to 16 aA the area of the square of that 

reduced side was not 288, but 288 + Or putting it in a 
1 

34 + 34 

different way: taking 12 for the side of a square, dividing each of the 

12 parts into 34 parts (altogether 408) and dividing the square into the 

corresponding small squares, we get 408 x 408 — 166464. This don- 
Be 

bled is 332928. Then taking the savis’esha-value of 16 = for the 
(3) 

_ diagonal and dividing the square of the diagonal into the small squares 

just described, we get 577 X 577 = 332929 such small squares. The 
difference is slight enough. 

The relation of 16 a4 to 12 was finally generalized into the rule: in- 

erease a measure by its third, this third by its own fourth less the thirty- 

: Se 12 12 12 
fourth part of this fourth ( 16 irs 12 + = aL sea <7) 

2 

The example of the savis’esha given by commentators is indeed 16 = 12; 

the case recommended itself by being the first in which the third part of 

a number and the fourth part of the third part were both whole numbers. 

Regarding the practical use of the savis’esha, there is in Baudhayana 

or rather, as far as I am able to see, in all s’ulvastitras only one opera- 

tion, for which it was absolutely necessary ; this is, as we shall see later, 

the turning of a circle into a square, when the intention was to connect the 

rule for this operation with the rule for turning a square into a circle. 

A’pastamba employs (see further on) the savis’esha for the construction of 

right angles, but there were better methods for that purpose. The com- 

mentators indeed make the most extended use of the savis’esha, calcula- 

ting by means of it the diagonals wherever diagonals come into question ; 

this proceeding, however, is not only useless, but positively wrong, as in all 

such cases calculation cannot vie in accuracy with geometrical construction. 

At the commencement of his sutras, Baudhayana defining the mea- 

sures he is going to employ, divides the anguli into eight yavas, barley 

grains, or into thirty-four tilas (seeds of the sesame). I have no doubt that 

the second division which I have not elsewhere met, owns its origin to 

the sayisesha. ‘The afiguli being the measure most in use, it was conven- 

ient to have a special word for its thirty-fourth part, and to be able to 

say ‘‘sixteen angulis, thirty-three tilas”, instead of “sixteen angulis, 

and thirty-three thirty-fourths of an anguli.” Therefore some plant was 

searched for of which thirty-four seeds might be considered as equal in 
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length to one afiguli; if the tilas really had that exact property, was 

after all a matter of little relevancy. 

Having once acquired the knowledge of the Pythagorean proposition, 

it was easy to perform a great number of the required geometrical 

operations. The diagonal of a square being the side of a square of double 

the size, was, as we have seen, called dvikarani ; by forming with this 

dvikarani and the side of the square an oblong and drawing the 

diagonal of this oblong, they got the trikarani or the side of a square the 

area of which was equal to three squares of the first size. 

Baudh. A’past. Katy. 

VATE fraser aPy aA yCaAancay | 

Take the measure (the side of a square) for the breadth, the diago- 

nal for the length (of an oblong); the diagonal cord is the trikarani. 

By continuing to form new oblongs and to draw their diagonals, 

squares could be constructed, equal in area to any number of squares of 

the first size. Often the process could be shortened by skilful combina- 

tion of different karanis. Katyayana furnishes us with some examples. 

ve faaaqren Faget gaat TaTRTAT CSS MATT | 

Take a pada for the breadth, three padas for the length of on ob- 
long; the diagonal is the das’akarani (the square of the diagonal com- 

prises ten square padas, for it combines the square of the karani of one 

pada and of the navakarani which is three padas long). 

fagar feast yeuat waarat TYAN AMCSHAaACY LACT | 

Take two padas for the breadth, six padas for the length of an ob- 

long; the diagonal is the chatvarims‘at-karani, the side of a square of 

forty square padas (2? + 6” = 40). 

On the other hand, any part of a given square could be found by 

similar proceedings. 

Baudhayana, after the rule for the trikarant : 

SAHIACTAT ASMA TIRE WANTA WaAitar | 

Thereby is explained the tritiyakarani, the side of a square the area 

of which is the third part of the area of a given square; it is the ninth 

part of the area. 

A’pastamba : 

ealyacwda Breqrat faut ay | 

Katyayana : 

SaaACGAT ATSTAT TATUPaHITG AIT | ACCS ala Tawa TaTHIA- 

aaealgacat | 
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Baudhayana’s and A’pastamba’s commentators disagree in the expla- 

nation of the sutra; the methods they teach are, however, both legitimate. 

Dyarakanathayajvan directs us to divide the given square into nine small 

Squares by dividing the side into three parts, and to form with the side 

and the diagonal of one of these small squares an oblong; the diagonal 

of this oblong is the tritfyakarani. 

Kapardisvamin proposes to find the trikarani of the given square 

and to divide it into three parts; one of these parts is the tritiyakaranit ; 

for its square is the ninth part of a square of three times the area of the 

given square, and therefore the third part of the given square, This ex- 

planation seems preferable, as it preserves better the connexion of the rule 

with the preceding rule for the trikarani. 

The fourth, fifth, &c., parts of a square were found in the same way. 

A’pastamba and Katyayana give some special examples illustrating 

the manner in which the increase or decrease of the side affects the increase 

and decrease of the square. 

A’pastamba eae, Y t 

BBVA Css gl TST ATI YBISA AGI AS FAA! | 

A cord of the length of one and a half purusha produces two square 

purushas and a quarter; and a cord of the length of two purushas and a 

half produces six square-purushas and a quarter. 

Katyayana: 

fei saTUT qiacwl fae TaN AaHCTT VETATUT GrSeWATA | 
A cord of double the length produces four (squares); one of three 

times the length produces nine, and one of four times the length produces 

sixteen. 
A’pastamba and Katyayana: 

sarared wavar faataa | 
By a measure of half the length a square is produced equal to the 

fourth part of the original square. 
A’pastamba : 

Salat AAA] HAT | 
Katyayana: 

east AAAS WE | 
By the third part the ninth part is produced. 

Katyayana : 

agua Fs Tee | 
The sixteenth part is produced by the fourth part. 

Next follow the rules for squares of different size. 

A’pastamba : 

QASAGCSSINH: VHT | AAIATWATAGCaaT Wars | SAIT RCUT 
qafaar euqiaea | CUTAN wafer | 

GG 
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Baudhayana : 

aTATA ATS WAUANIT ACY Glee eases ua aayaltar FH- 
BA WAAAY Hater | 

For a literal translation of this difficult stitra and a discussion of the 

word “vridhra”, see the ‘ Pandit’ of June Ist, 1875, p. 17. ‘The sense is 

as follows: 
A’pastamba: The combining of two squares of equal size has been 

taught; the following is the method for combining two squares of different 

sizes. Cut off from the larger square an oblong with the side of the small- 

er square (z. ¢., an oblong one side of which is formed by the side of the 

larger square, the other by that of the smaller square); the diagonal of 

this oblong combines both squares (is the side of a square the area of 

which is equal to the area of both the given squares together). 

Baudhayana: 
If you wish to combine two squares of different size, cut off an oblong 

from the larger square with the side of the smaller one; the diagonal of 

that oblong is the side of both SIBLE combined. 

Katyayana: 

WAGGA Aa: FAT ATAIIATWTATS HPTG Acar a sarsats- 
PATRAS UH THA A TAS: | 

The method needs no further explanation ; it is in fact the same we 

employ for the same purpose. 

We proceed to the rule for deducting one square from another. 

Baudhayana, A’pastamba : 

wawagd faatasfsevine acur afaa seafsagre 
WAM ANA UIATAT BATS Y Yetal aa fayancufesiiaa4r face | 

See the ‘ Pandit’, “ba. cit. 

If you wish to deduct one square from another, cut off from the larger 

one an oblong with the side of the smaller one; draw one of the sides of 

that oblong across to the other side; where it touches the other side, that 

piece cut off; by it the deduction is made. 

abcd =the larger square; cut off fromit the 
oblong b de f, in which ed and bf are equal 

to the side of the smaller square which is to be 

deducted. Fasten a cord ef at e, and draw it 

across the oblong into the position eg; thend g 

is the side of a square the area of which is 

equal to the difference of the two given squares. 

(dg? = eg® — ed’). 

Katyayana words his rule as follows : 

agtaages fatatamfatactaaguaaisieg we free oe 

in 
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Wat Aa waeadefaaaaa aagelecfa a wade: Ta wy 
fara: | 
% a illustrates the rule by an example: 

TAR EAA AT TG HCY | fear zac F ATG FIT Say 
Sam | faareqrat gaa Hoare | 

The question is about a square of four square purushas, from which a 

square of one square purusha is to be deducted. The diagonal (e g), which 

has been drawn across the oblong, is the side of a square of four purushas, 

and produces by itself as much as the cut-off side (g d) and the other side 

(ed) produce separately. The breadth of the oblong (e d) is the side of one 

square purusha ; the rest—the other side, dg—the side of three square 

purushas. 
In order to combine oblongs with squares, a rule was wanted for turn- 

ing oblongs into squares. 

Baudhayana : 

Serra hi [oho Paartey Faargrrat ACU Har RG sur faww 
SqaQavageula Sealaesy ARITAAY fast Gai | 

In order to turn an oblong Fant a sguare, take the breadth of the ob- 

long for the side of the square ; divide the rest of the oblong into two parts, 

and inverting their places join those two parts to two sides of the square. 

Fill the empty place with an added piece. The deduction of this has been 

taught, 
That means: if you wish to turn 

the oblong a bed into a square, cut 

off from the oblong the square cde f, the 
side of which is equal to the breadth 

of the oblong; divide a b ef, the rest of 

the oblong, into two parts, abg¢h and 

ghef; takeab gh, and place it into the 

position dfik; fill up the empty place 

in the corner by the small square fhli; 

then deduct by samachaturasranirhara the 

small square fhli from the large square 

glkce; the square you get by this deduc- 

tion will be equal to the oblong abed. 

A’pastamba gives-the same rule: 

Saagqrey waygrs fees ey Ai feusaa Veeuta | 
away HItad | aE fas Va | 

And Katyayana: 

_SeracaX aaqgT faaiae faaagfeaaciguaacacensta- 
aaarqe MBIA IATA qCaneral faxera: | 
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When one side of the oblong which had to be turned into a square, 

was more than double the length of the other, it was not sufficient to cut 
off a square once, but this had to be done several times, according to the 

length of the oblong, and finally all squares had to be combined into one. 
Katyayana has a rule to this purpose : 

afaate aa fraqneanfeunufeaavada wae wt FaTaaraaa x - 
Sita! 

I add the rules for the reverse process, the turning of a square into 
an oblong. 

Baudhayana : 

wayaed cesqra featiaerauaufeg ani gar fave yrparas- 
Syrayraiaa | 

If you wish to turn a square into an oblong, divide it by the diago- 

nal; divide again one of the two halves into two 

parts, and join these two parts to the two sides (those 

two sides of the other half which form the right 

angle) as it fits (when joining them, join those sides 

which fit together). 

Proceeding as directed, we turn the square 

abecdinto the oblong bdef. This rule is, of 

course, very imperfect as it enables us to turn the 

square into one oblong only. 

KAatyayana has the following: 

aaWgts Sewgq ataasaantaeg fausacatars wtasre- 
eure | 

A’pastamba’s rule helps us somewhat further : 
iS 5 iS ~S ° SS o 5 

wadqrd Suygqre feaaqraaatsaradt qaaat Bal qaten Ure- 

QMAMIATe NA | 
In order to turn a square into an oblong, make a side as long as you 

wish the oblong to be (7. ¢., cut off from the square an oblong one side of 

which is equal to one side of the desired oblong); then join to that the 

remaining portion as it fits. 

Given for instance a square the side of which is equal to five, and re- 

quired an oblong one side of which is equal to three. Cut off from the 

square an oblong the sides of which are five and three. There remains an 

oblong the sides of which are five and two; from this we cut off an oblong 
of three by two, and join it to the oblong of five by three. There remains 

a square of two by two, instead of which we take an oblong of 3 by 13. 

Joining this oblong to the two oblongs joined previously we get altoge- 

ther an oblong of 8 by 83, the area of which is equal to the area of the 
square 5 by 5. 
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In this way the siitra, as it appears from the commentaries, must be 

explained. The method taught in it was no doubt sufficient for most cases, 

but it cannot be called a really geometrical method. 

T subjoin the description of a method for turning squares into oblongs, 

which is given by Baudhayana’s commentator, although it is not founded 

on the text of the stitras. He, after having explained Baudhayana’s way 

of proceeding, continues— 

Sag ya! wales qryaran srt aufsar watyat RUC ATS 
is shagesereat aaagraraagrai aa faqata aa out fear efa- 

Vai faaaqrat qa | aeteagr a wafa | 
And there is another method. Lengthen the north side and the south 

side of the square towards east by as much as you want (7. ¢., give to 

them the length of the oblong you wish to construct) and stretch (through 

the oblong formed by the two lengthened sides and the lines joining their 

ends) a cord in the diagonal from the north-east to the south-west corner. 

This diagonal cuts the east side of the square, which (side) runs through 

the middle of the oblong. Putting aside that part of the cut line which 

lies to the north of the point of intersection, take the southern part for the 

breadth; this is the required oblong. 
For example: 

z Given the square a b c d and required an oblong 
J ofthesameareaand of thelength bg. Lengthen ac 

and b d intoafandbg; draw fg parallel toc d; 
draw the diagonal fb, which cuts c d ath; drawik 
parallel to af and bg; thenbgikis the desired 
oblong. 

This method is purely geometrical and perfectly 

satisfactory ; forabf —big, and bdh = bhi 

andcfh —fhk; thereforeachi—dghk, and 
consequently abcd=—bgki. a. BD. 

In this place now we have to mention the rules 

whick are given at the beginning of the sitras, the 

rules, as they call it, for making a square, in reality 

for drawing one line at right angles upon another. ‘Their right place is 

here, after the general propositions about the diagonal of squares and 

oblongs, upon which they are founded. 

Baudhiayana : 
saree fayry tyqwae Wat seat wy wae Ufa! 7 Wee 

syaaa aqurara qau RUfal awsata 1 SULETaR | VERA UTR 
sfras qwsaa cfawmuaraqaaa areata | 

” Make two ties at the ends of a cord the length of which is double 

FR 
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the measure (of the side of the required square) and a mark at its middle. 

This piece of the cord (@. ¢., its half) gives us the prachi (of the required 

square; the prachi of a square has the same length as its side). Then 

make a mark at the western half of the cord less the fourth part (of the 

half. If we wish, for instance, to make a square the side of which is twelve 

padas long, we take a cord twenty-four padas long; stretching this cord 

on the eraaid from the west towards the east, we find its middle by a 

measurement beginning from the western end, and having fixed the point 

which lies at the distance of twelve padas from both ends, we measure 

three padas back, towards the west, and make at the point we arrive at a 

mark; this mark divides the cord into two parts of 15 and 9 padas 
length). The name of this mark is nyafchhana. Then another mark is 

to be made at the half (of the western half of the cord), in order to fix by 

it the four corners of the square. (‘This second sign is at a distance of 

18 padas from the eastern end of the cord.) Having fastened the two 

ties at the ends of the prishthya line, we take the cord at the nyafichhana 

mark and stretch it towards the south; the four corners of the square are 

then fixed by the half (of the cord), . 

The same method is known to A’pastamba: 

BMA AAMAS GVA AGU ACHP ISAT WE | 
Or the length of the prachi of the desired square, is to be doubled; 

the length and the fourth part of the added piece form the diagonal cord ; 

the rest, 7. e. three quarters of the added piece form the breadth (the 

shorter side of the oblong). 

And the S’ulvaparis‘ishta : 

THUAWAWIIga Taw Hite afacseaaawagl fassqrayt Rar | 
These rules make use of one of the Pythagorean triangles which 

were, as we have seen above, known to the Sttrakaras, v7z. oi that one 

the sides of which are equal to three, four, and five. It recommended it- 

self by the ease with which the three sides can be expressed in terms of 

each other, 3 + 5 being the double of 4, and 3 being equal to half the 

sum of 8 and 5, minus one quarter of half that sum. 

Of course any other oblong with measurable sides and diagonal could 

be employed for the same purpose, and so we find in A’pastamba a rule 

for chaturasrakarana abstracted from the dirghachaturasra, of which the 

sides are five and twelve and the diagonal thirteen. 

araerarei yare ACH AWA ITY Gane VSAM WAI Rifas | IaTI- 
maa fray wag efaugqray fated aufa | waqnta: | faqagate 
a waite: | 

Take a measure equal to the length (of the side and prachi of the 
desired square) and increase it by its half. Make a mark at the western 
third less its sixth part. Fasten the ends of the cord, &c. 
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Increase 12 by 6; result 18; make a mark at a third, (reckoning 

from 18; that would be at 12) less the sixth part of that third (é.¢., a 

sixth part before the third) z. e., at 13. Thus we get a rectangular trian- 

gle of 5, 12, 13. 
The same rule in the S’ulvaparis‘ishta : 

TAU IITs BAU Hefa afgqcseaaarar faqsyrat We | 
Here, as in many other places, the paris‘ishta is much clearer and more 

practical in the wording of its rules than the more ancient sitras. The 

mark is, according to its expression, to be made not at the western third 

less its sixth part, but simply at a sixth of the added piece (6 is added to 

12; the mark is made at 13). 

Another method for chaturasrakarana, taught by A’pastamba only, 

makes use of the above-mentioned savis’esha. 

_ ara qT UE fazaty afgtuawe wat qaaaTaenyr 
qa aa waa ata GS qetatqat Wau <fawax KTS YS 

qearcactaestrqs aatag cfamy FrieaaReaaAc Saar | 
Fix poles on “both ends and the middle of the prishthya line, add to 

a cord of half the length (of the prishthy4) its vis’esha, 2. e., its third plus 

the fourth part of the third minus the thirty-fourth part of that fourth 

part, and add moreover a piece of the length of half the prishthya, after 

having made a mark (to separate the two parts of the cord). Then tie the 

savis’esha part of the cord to the middle pole, the other part to the eastern 

pole, and fix the south-east corner of the square by stretching the cord 

(towards the south), having taken it at the mark. Untie the end of the 

cord from the eastern pole, &c. 

This method is of course inferior to those described above and cer- 
tainly unnecessary ; Baudh4yana does not mention it. 

I subjoin the remaining methods for chaturasrakarana, which do not 

presuppose the knowledge of the Pythagorean theorem. 

Apastamba : 

TMUAAY Tagua? wt aia! wa eautnaaa | sary 

Taare aImereatifata Reta yataar: Wa Waay Haat Gas 
efaurarary fafad acifa waa WaT sfarqSradafetatari AQAA WAT 

arama ug faeie afeeua sfrqa “Gtatané aqaay waved afa- 
war KeaIRe SE orgeciorategs agqaaa waa efauy athe 

ATARQSTG TT ara | 

Take a cord of the length of the measure (of the side of the required 

square), and make ties at both its ends, a mark at its middle and at the 

middle points of its halves. Stretch the cord on the prishthya line, and fix 

poles on the points marked by the two ties of the cord and by the three 
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marks (five poles altogether). Fasten the ties at the second and fourth 
poles (reckoning from the east), stretch the cord towards the south having 

taken it by the middle mark, and make at the point, touched by the mark, 

a mark on the ground. Then fastening both ties at the middle pole, stretch 

the cord over the mark on the ground towards the south, having taken it 

by the middle mark, and fix a pole (at the spot reached by the stretched, 

doubled up, cord). Then fastening one tie at this pole and the other tie 

at the pole standing at the eastern end of the prachi, fix the south-east 

corner of the square by stretching the cord, having taken it by the middle 

mark, ‘Then untying the rope from the eastern pole and fastening it at 

the western pole, fix the south-west corner, &c.; in the same way the north- 

east and north-west corner are found. 

In this procedure the first step is to find the middle of the southern 

and of the northern sides of the required square by drawing a line at right 

angles through the middle point of the prachi, The method employed 

here for drawing a line at right angles on another is the simplest of all 

known to the S’ulvasitras, and essentially the same we make use of when 

describing intersecting arcs from two points equally distant to the right 

and left from some given point. In the later portions of the sutras this 

method is enjoined for the measurement of the agni (instead of cords canes 

of a certain length had to be employed there), and the followers of the 

White Yajur Veda had adopted it for the same purpose (see Indische 

Studien, XIII., p. 233, ff). 
The second part of the procedure—to find the four corners of the 

square after having found the middle points of the sides—was of course 

easy and does not afford any special interest. 

To Baudhayana the same method is known, but he restricts it in his 

paribhasha-sutras to the construction of oblongs; clearly without suffi- 

cient reason, since the method refers only to the construction of right angles, 

and the length of the sides is of no importance. A’pastamba gives no 

special rule at all for oblongs, and it is indeed not wanted. 

I subjoin Baudhayana’s rule: 

awa faaiaqrataatyaaat Gh 1 aR fazaral ZI Ziana “a 

faa: aa | arse farsa avant waqquaa: Tet GA WY SAT TLUPA | 

gaara aTHT atta Bawa afauran VU Ta Hiiai we 

mar wtas aaudafaetauaa say AF fread | Wa taail- 
ACISL ST ATSTASTAT ATT | 

He who wishes to make an oblong is to fix two poles on an area of 
the length which he intends to give to the oblong (7. e., at the two ends 

of the prachi of that area). On both sides, 7. ¢., on the west and east sides 
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of both these poles two other poles are to be fixed at equal distances. 

Then taking a cord of the length one intends to give to the side line 

(breadth) of the oblong, one makes ties at both its ends and a mark at its 

middle. Then one fastens the two ties at those two of the three eastern 

poles, which stand at the outside, stretches the cord towards the south 
holding it by the mark, and makes on this mark (7. ¢., on the spot where 

the mark touches the ground after the cord has been stretched) a mark. 

Then fastening both ties at the middle pole one stretches the cord over 

the mark (on the ground) towards the south, and fixes a pole on the mark 

(z. e., on the spot touched by the mark on the cord). That is the south- 

east corner of the oblong; thereby are explained likewise the north-east 
corner and the two western corners. 

In the last place I give a method of chaturés’rakarana, which is found 

in Baudhayana only, but there in the first place. It seems to be the most 

ancient of all the methods enumerated. 

qr Featiarefeatrany aqua gw Aer wa WaT RUA 
SEATS AA AY WE faeaarafeeraat wfaqs waug wee wich | 
faepRTraT? WOR farerare | qafweqt sfras wat aed gftieda! ta- 
aaa Fa aaa aa feats faRMATAA | Taeqarterair: TR taza | 

TS fara aT waaay waa wey uftiead | ts efwua wa qeigaquca- 

Si aa Wairesgqray dvagd | 
If you wish to make a square, take a cord of the length which you 

desire to give to the side of the square, make a tie at both its ends and a 

mark at its middle ; then having drawn the prachi line, fix a pole in its 

middle, and having fastened at that pole the two ties of the cord, describe 

with the mark a circle round it. Then fix poles at both ends of the diame- 

ter (formed by the prachit), and having fastened one tie at the eastern pole 

(the pole standing at the east end of the prachi), describe a circle with the 

other tie (7. e., with the full length of the cord). In the same manner a 

circle is described round the pole at the west end of the prachi, and another 

diameter is drawn joining the points in which these two circles intersect 

(this diameter is the line pointing to the north and south points). A pole 

is fixed at both ends of this diameter. Having fastened both ties at. the 

eastern pole, describe a circle round it with the mark. The same is to be 

done in the south, the west, and the north (7. e., circles are to be described 

round the three other poles) ; the points of intersection of these four circles 

which (7. e., the points) are situated in the four intermediate regions (north- 

east, north-west, &c.,) are the four corners of the required square. 

Diagram 9. 

Passing over some rules of less importance, I proceed to those which 

refer to the “ squaring of the circle.” It certainly is a matter of some in- 
HH 
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terest to see the old 4charyas attempting this problem, which has since 
haunted so many unquiet minds. It is true the motives leading them to 

the investigation were vastly different from those of their followers in this 
arduous task. ‘Theirs was not the disinterested love of research which dis- 

tinguishes true science, nor the inordinate craving of undisciplined minds 

for the solution of riddles which reason tells us cannot be solved; theirs 

was simply the earnest desire to render their sacrifice in all its particulars 

acceptable to the gods, and to deserve the boons which the gods confer in 

return upon the faithful and conscientious worshipper. 
It is true that they were not quite so successful in their endeavours as 

we might wish, and that their rules are primitive in the highest degree; but 

this tends at least to establish their high antiquity. 

The rules are the following : 

Baudhayana : 

qaqtd awe feavaawas warentawmmeagetamaa we SE 
aalat awe ufciaua | 

If you wish to turn a square into a circle, draw half of the cord stretch- 

ed in the diagonal from the centre towards the prachi line (the line passing 

through the centre of the square and running exactly from the west towards 

the east) ; describe the circle together with the third part of that piece of 

the cord which will lie outside the square. 

See diagram 10. 

A cord is to be stretched from the centre e of the square a bed to- 

wards the cornera; then the cord, being tied to a pole at e, is drawn 

towards the right hand side until it coincides in its position with the line 

ef; a piece of the cord, f h, will then of course lie outside the square. This 

piece is to be divided into three parts, and one of these three parts, fg, 

together with the piece e f, forms the radius of the circle, the area of which 

is to be equal to the area of the square a b c d. 
A’pastamba gives the same rule in different words : 

aq aed Peatanaiert frase waa: gitaafauyediad TE 
acy vicfead | a fren acea | Basted ataany | 

If you wish to turn a square into a circle, stretch a cord from the cen- 

tre towards one of the corners, draw it round the side and describe the circle 

together with the third part of the piece standing over ; this line gives a 

circle exactly as large as the square; for as much as there is cut off from 
the square (viz. the corners of the square), quite as much is added to it 

(viz. the segments of the circle, lying outside the square). 
I must remark that Kapardisvamin, A’pastamba’s commentator, com- 

bines the two words “sa nitya” into sénityd4 ( = sa anibya), and explains: 

this line gives a circle, which is not exactly equal to the square. But Iam 
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afraid we should not be justified in giving to A’pastamba the benefit of this 
explanation. The words ‘ yavad dhiyate, &c.’ seem to indicate that he was 

perfectly satisfied with the accuracy of his method and not superior, in this 

point, to so many circle-squarers of later times. The commentator who, 

with the mathematical knowledge of his time, knew that the rule was an 

imperfect one, preferred very naturally the interpretation which was more 

ereditable to his author. 

Katyayana’s S’ulvaparis‘ishta : 

Sqts weg feaiaareYs fara wad uftfee aa aataica vata 
ay alae we aed oitheaa 

Let us now see what the result of the above rule would be by making 

the side of the square equal to2.ac —=2;ai=I1;ae=WW/ 2 

eee == 0'138071; radius of the circle = 1188071. = 1-414213...; 

Multiplying the square of 1:138071 by 7 = 3:141592..., we find as 

area of the circle: 4°069008......... , while the area of the square = 4. 

The next thing was to find a rule for turning a circle into a square. 

There we have at first a rule given by Baudhayana only: 

awe aq featifaaaaar ware wmaaratay war fawegrefay- 

RAHM TSCAAI FT WACAUTATTH | 

If you wish to turn a circle into a square, divide the diameter into 

eight parts, and again one of these eight parts into twenty-nine parts ; of 

these twenty-nine parts remove twenty-eight and moreover the sixth part 

(of the one left part) less the eighth part (of the sixth part). 

The meaning is: : os — — — + aoe of the diameter of 

a circle is the side of a square the area of which is equal to the area of the 
circle. 

Considering this rule closer, we find that it is nothing but the reverse 
of the rule for turning a square into a circle. 

Jt is clear, however, that the steps taken according to this latter rule 

could not be traced back by means of a geometrical construction ; for if we 

have a circle given to us, nothing indicates what part of the diameter is to 

be taken as the “ atis’ayatritaya” (the piece f g in diagram 10). 

It was therefore necessary to express the rule for turning a square into 

acircle innumbers. This was done by making use of the “ savis’esha”’, which 

we have considered above. Baudhayana assumed a i as equal to 12 afgulis 

(= 408 tilas), and therefore ae = 16 afigulis, 33 tilas. Difference = 4 

ang. 33 til. = 169 til.; the third part of this difference = 563 til. Ra- 
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dius of the circle =e f(—ai) +g f= 408 til. + 564 til.-— 4644 
til. In other words: if half the side of a square is 408 til. long, the length 

of the radius of acircle, which is equal in area to the square, amounts to 

4644 til.; or, if the radius of a circle is 4644 til., half the side of the 

corresponding square is 412 til. In order to avoid the fraction, both num- 

bers were turned into thirds, and the radius made — 1393, half the side = 

1224. Finally, the diameter was taken instead of the radius, and the whole 

side of the square instead of half the side. 

To generalize this rule, it was requisite to express 1224 in terms of 

1393. One eighth of 13893 = 174; this multiplied by 7 = 12182. 

Difference between 12183 and 1224 — 53. Dividing 174 (Baudhayana 

takes 174, instead of 1743, neglecting the fraction as either insignificant 

or, more likely, as inconvenient) by 29 we get 6; subtracting from 6 its 

sixth part we get 5 and adding to this the eighth part of the sixth part of 

six, we get 5%. 

7 1 1 i 
Sita Se ee aaah Sea ara In other words: 1224 3 + 5G Ee + 39968 of 1393 

(due allowance made for the neglected 3.) 

Another simpler and less accurate rule for squaring the circle is com- 

mon to the three Sitrakaras. 

Baudhayana : 

Sq AT TYR WaTeHal ETA Sceaifaal GqcaAca | 

Or else divide (the diameter) into fifteen parts and remove two; that 

(the remaining thirteen parts) is the gross side of the square. 

A’pastamba : 

wee wats fade ween warae qaqcasenatd 

a frat aqraa! 

Katyayana : 

awe Uqtd faite WEAN WIMTeAaT ESCA ATT | 

If we assume a circle with 15 for diameter, the areaof the correspond- 

ing square would, according to this rule, be 169, while the area of the circle 

ISL iGendel Ales cya 
These are the most interesting of the paribhasha-stitras. In the fol- 

lowing I shall extract the description of three kinds of the agnichayana, of 

the vakrapakshas’yenachiti, as given by A’pastamba; of the sararathachakra-= 

chiti and of the s’‘mas’anachiti. The two latter are described by Baudha- 

yana only. I select these three chitis, because the first of them was, as it 

appears, most in use, and because some particular skill was required for 

the construction of the agnikshetra of the two latter chitis. 
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The vakrapaksha s’yena itself could be constructed in different forms. 
Two forms are described by Baudhayana, two by A’pastamba. And as two 

different prastaras were necessary for each chiti, we have altogether eight 

different prastaras for the vakrapaksha s’yena, each of them consisting of 

two hundred bricks. The following extract contains A’pastamba’s rules for 

the first kind of the vakrapaksha s’yena. 

(Description and diagrams of all the other kinds will be given in the‘ Pan- 

dit’. A sketch of one prastara of the second kind of the s’yenachit is to be 
found in Burnell’s Catalogue; it is, as we are informed there, taken from 

an agni actually constructed and used. ‘There is, however, an error in the 

reference to the sttra according to which it is said to be constructed, this 

sutra not being Baudhayana’s, but A’pastamba’s, patala VI.) 

watad fata watara sfa fanaa | 

He who wishes for heaven, may construct the altar shaped like a fal- 

con; this is the tradition. 

FAT BAG=al wafer | 

His wings are bent and his tail spread out. 

WasSse via yaadsegeta | 

On the west side the wings are to be drawn towards the east, on the 
east side towards the west. 

uafaa f aaui ae Gafaural wadifa fanaa 

For such is the curvature of the wings in the middle of the birds, says 

the tradition. 

aarafy: aefanen: safe: dwga yeu qqua@asgqudtererer 

avert fre: fax cacaaafeasra | 
Of the whole area covered by the sevenfold agni with aratni and pra- 

des’a take the prddes’a, the fourth part of the atman (body without head, 

wings, and tail) and eight quarter bricks; of those latter, six form the head 

of the falcon ; the remainder is to be divided between the two wings. 

This sitra determines what portions of the legitimate area of the agni 

have to be allotted to the different parts of the falcon construction. The 

whole area of the saptavidha agni is seven purushas with the addition of the 

two aratnis on the wings and the prades’a of the tail, altogether 7} purushas. 

Now the fourth part of the atman (of the primitive s’yenachiti) = one 
purusha and the prades’a, 7. e., an oblong of 120 afgulis by 12 afgulis = 

_'5 Square purusha and eight quarter bricks, (z. e., square bricks the side of 

which is equal to the fourth part of a purusha = 380 afigulis, so that they 

cover together an area of 3 square purusha) are given to the wings in addi- 
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tion to the area which they cover in the primitive agni, only they have to cede 
in their turn three of the eight quarter bricks, which are employed for the 

formation of the head. The original area of both wings together being 22 

purushas, their increased area amounts to 22 4+ 13 — #3, — 3}% square 

purushas, for one wing to 132 square purushas. 

BINA BCAA SALTY SGA AT TATA: | 
Nine and a half aratnis ( = 238 afgulis) and three quarters of an ail- 

guli are the length of the wing. 

The breadth of the wing is the same as in the primitive s’yena, 7. @., 
= one purusha = 120 afgulis. Dividing the area of the wing mentioned 

above by the breadth we get the length. Up to this, the wing has the shape 

of a regular oblong ; the following rules show how to produce the curvature. 

Peqeny waquaa: wai acta Hy TATE | 

Make ties at both ends of a cord of two purushas length and a mark 

in its middle. 

TAI: Helen fy Gas we laTaawed Geary Prara: | 
Having fastened the two ends of the cord at the two western corners 

of the oblong forming the wing, take it by the mark and stretch it towards 

the east; the same is to be done on the eastern side (7. e., the cord is fast- 

ened at the two east corners and stretched towards the east). This is the 

curvature of the wings. 

By stretching the cord, fastened at the west corners, a triangle is form- 

ed by the west side of the oblong and the two halves of the cord, and this 

triangle has to be taken away from the area of the wing. In its stead the 

triangle formed, when the cord is stretched from the eastern corners, is added _ 
to the wing. 

VAalMe TA BTSra: | 

Thereby the northern wing is explained. 

The curvature is brought about in the same way. 

Sra Feqearaatsaeag TITS: 
The atman is two purushas long, one and a half purushas broad. 

This is not the final area of the 4tman, as we shall see further on; but 

an oblong of the stated dimensions has to be constructed and by cutting 
pieces from it we get the area we want. 

GATTI FRY TATA AT IM | 
At the place of the tail stretch a purusha towards the west, with the 

breadth of half a purusha. 

That means: construct an oblong, measuring one purusha from the 

east to the west, half a purusha from the north to the south. 
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ay SPAM TANCAyY AIT BaMaquray ays ANA | 

To the south and to the north of this oblong, construct two other 

oblongs like it, and dividing them by their diagonals remove their halves, so 

that half a purusha remains as breadth at the jointure of 4tman and tail. 

The result is the form of the tail which we see in the diagram. 

PCASTART FACS Say WIT ACT Barmrafe efaaracar fara sa 
At the place of the head a square is to be made with half a purusha, 

and from the middle of its east side cords are to be stretched to the middle 

of the northern and the southern side. 

The triangles cut off by these cords are to be taken away from the area 

of the head. 

syaesta srevaraqieara | 

Then the four corners of the 4tman are cut off in the direction towards 

the joining lines. This finishes the measurement of the s’yena. Its four 

corners are cut off by four cords connecting the ends of the lines in which 

the atman and the wings touch each other with the ends of the lines in 

which head and tail are joined to the atman. 

A’pastamba now proceeds to the rules for the different sorts of bricks 
required for the construction of the agni on the agnikshetra, 

ACT FRIY TSMAHY Vea Vyasa tasTHa | 

One class of bricks has the length of the fifth of a purusha, the breadth 

of a sixth, bent in such a way as to fit (the place in which they are to be 
employed). This is the first class. 

By “nata, bent” the sutrakara means to indicate that the sides of the 

’ brick do not form right angles. The shape of the brick is rhomboidical, the 

angles, which the sides form with each other, are the same which the wings 

of the s‘yena form with the body. (See the diagrams of the two layers of 

this chiti 11 and 12, in which the bricks are marked with numbers.) 

ag maleated ag tadtaa| 

Two of those bricks joined with their long side form the second class. 

These are the bricks used in the second layer at the point where the 
curvature of the wings takes place. 

TARY VSHANSAM HAVA TTA TA | 

Increase that side of the first description which has the length of the 

sixth of a purusha, by the eighth part of a purusha which is bent in such 
a way as to fit in its proper place; this is the third class. 

These are the bricks employed in the second layer, at the place where 

Atman and wings join. They consist of two parts; the one part equal to a 
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brick of the first class lies in the wing; the second part, an oblong of 24 
afigulis by 15 afigulis, lies in the 4tman. 

TQAMITIA AIAQumM gaara fearaqua r 
From a brick of which the area exceeds by a half the area of that brick 

the side of which is the fourth part of a purusha (this latter would be 30 

ang. by 30 afg., the increased brick is 45 afig. by 30 afig.), and divide 

that part of it which is equal to the brick, the side of which is equal to the 

fourth part of a purusha, by its diagonal (removing half of it). Thisis the 

fourth class. 

We get a trapezium, the sides of which are equal to 15 aiig., 30 aiig., 

45 ang. and, in the language of the sutras, to the savis’esha of 30 ( == 

/ 1800) ; they would have put this last side equal to 4228 afigulis and 

very likely have expressed the fraction as 14 tilas. 

aquinays qaqa | 
Bricks which are equal to the half of those of which the side is the 

fourth of a purusha, form the fifth class. Oblongs of 30 aig. by 15 afig. 

AMIAUAANE: ITH I 

The division of the above bricks by the diagonal produces bricks of the 
sixth class. 

Rectangular triangles (the sides: 30 afg., 15 afig., ./ 1125.) 

qe wean ead sdiidlawanay <faudisqancay ara- 

MUA SfaUycar: RiScifeaq agqaas | 
Draw an oblong the length of which from the east to the west is the 

fifth part of a purusha ( == 24 afigulis) and the breadth the tenth part 

(12 ahg.); to the north and the south of this oblong draw two other 

oblongs, and divide those by the diagonals dividing their south-western 

corners. ‘This is the seventh class. 

We get the rhomboidical bricks employed in the second layer on both 

sides of the tail. Two of their sides are = 24 aie., the two others = 

20: 
UWHYSACAATAL AIST Hifeaneeaa | 
In the same way another description of bricks is formed; only this 

time the oblong on the north side has to be divided by the (other) diagonal 

which divides the northern (north-western) corner. This is the eighth class. 

Result: the trapeziums employed in the middle of the tail in the 

second layer. 

TAMARA WTawSl AIAG | 
The ninth description of bricks is got by dividing a square brick the 

side of which is equal to the fourth part of a purusha, by both diagonals 

(into four triangles), 

. 
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Therewith the dimensions of all required bricks are detailed ; it remains 

to show how the area of the s’yena is to be covered with them. 

STAs VS Vlei GAA FaaI Valsleueyre | 

When placing the bricks we have to put down sixty of the first kind 

in each wing, turned towards the north. 

YUAN BRy: | 

On both sides of the tail eight of the sixth description. 

faa aa tal adie Aa VaTA| 
Three of them in the top (@ @., in each of the two western corners of 

the tail), then one (to the east of the three), then again three, then again 

one. 

TRY qa fara | 
At the place where the tail is joined to the body, two bricks of the 

fourth description are placed, so as to lie partly in the body, partly in the 

tail. (They are composed of a triangle and an oblong; the triangle be- 

longs to the body, the oblong to the tail). 

aah walmaaradaey fea 
To the west of these two, bricks of the fifth kind are placed touching 

each other with their faces (their short sides). 

They touch each other, says one of the commentators, with their faces, 

like two fighting rams, 

HI eM Vqar | 

Ten bricks of the fourth kind cover the remainder of the tail. 

ATUL Sy STS TS TAT 

In the four corners of the atman eight bricks of the fourth description 

are placed, turned towards the east and towards the west. 

a F uefa ufacal wars: Taw | 
In the remainder of the atman are to be placed twenty-six of the fourth 

class, eight of the sixth, four of the fifth. 

facts agai fans | 
In the head two bricks of the fourth kind, situated partly in the atman. 

aay Wareqrsray TAMA! TAT: | 

To the east of those, two of the fourth kind turned towards the east. 

These altogether form one layer of two hundred bricks. 

The rules for the second layer follow. 

suttaevent 7a ag fruraaifedtar | 
In the second layer place five bricks of the second kind in both wings 

on the place of curvature. 

EE 
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BHAA SHA BATATAAMTAT | 
Aud bricks of the third kind stretching into the 4tman with that part, 

one side of which is an eighth purusha, are to be placed on the two lines in 

which the wings are joined to the atman. 

RE GeaatcY Wesqyar: ws | 
In the remaining part of each wing forty-five bricks of the first class 

are to be placed, turned towards the east. 

Twenty-five in the southern half of the southern wing, twenty in its 

northern half; twenty-five in the northern half of the northern wing, twenty 

in its southern half. 

TRE UTA: Gy Ware | 

Five bricks of the seventh class are to be placed on the northern side 

of the tail and five on its southern side. 

featnaquraryate: sfaavfeaaanara 
At the side of the second (of the above mentioned bricks) on one side 

(of the tail), and at the side of the fourth on the other side, one brick of the 

seventh class is to be placed. 

Ri AMSUI TA! | 

In the remaining part of the tail thirteen bricks of the eighth class are 

to be placed. 

aa ay GST aqui afau verre! 

In the oe corners of the 4tman place eight bricks of the fourth kind, 
turned towards the south and the north. 

wey Ta nfatey nag cat Tear | 
In the remaining part of the 4tman twenty bricks of the fourth kind, 

thirty of the sixth and one of the fifth, are to be placed. 

facta qa TAY TCSATST AIT | 

Two of the fourth kind are to be placed in the head, and to the east of 

those four of the ninth kind. 

uy fame: FATT | 
This gives again a layer of two hundred bricks. 

Qa THTATETA AS FAUT vigarid | 

By turns the layers are to be constructed as many as we may wish to 
make. : 

The third layer is equal to the first, the fourth to the second, the fifth 
again to the first, and so on. 

Next I extract from the third patala of Baudhayana’s S’ulva-stitra the 

rules for the construction of the sararathachakrachit, the altar shaped like 
a wheel with spokes. Vide Diagrams 18, 14, 15. 



; 
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FUTMIAG RATA SATYAM ALSAATA: | 
With the fifteenth part of half a purusha square bricks are made; they 

are used for measuring (only for the measurement of the area of the sara- 

rathachakrachit, not for the construction of the agni). 

A square is made equal to half a square purusha and its fifteenth part 

taken ; then bricks are made, equal to this fifteenth part. 

adi & Wa Valaaray aciawew: wafer wage | 
Two hundred and twenty-five of these bricks constitute the sevenfold 

agni together with aratni and prades’a. 

The sevenfold agni with aratni and prades’a means, as mentioned above, 

the agni the area of which is equal to seven and a half square purushas. As 

fifteen of the bricks mentioned in the first stitra make half a square 

purusha, seven and a half purushas require two hundred and twenty-five. 

MSM wearase | 
To these (two hundred and twenty-five bricks) sixty-four more are to 

be added. 
We get thereby altogether two hundred and eighty-nine bricks. 

alfa: qqre afta | 

With these bricks a square is to be formed. 

ay siswear ware wate | 
The side of the square comprises sixteen bricks. 

wafaxwefatwet | 
Thirty-three bricks still remain. 

alfacenada: afyaare | 
These are to be placed on all sides round the borders (of the square; 

z. e., according to the commentary, on the north side and east side of the 

square). : 

Thereby all 289 bricks are arranged in a square, the side of which is 

formed by seventeen bricks, It is strange that we are not directed to con- 

struct the whole square at once, but are told to form at first a square out 

of 256 bricks and then to place the remaining 33 bricks around it. I have 

to propose only the following explanation. The commentator describing 

the whole procedure tells us to form at first in the middle of the agnikshetra 

a small square with four bricks, then to increase this square into a larger 

one, of nine bricks, by adding five bricks, to increase this square in its turn 

into a larger one of sixteen, and so on. While we place the additional bricks 

by turns on the north and east side and on the south and west side of the 

initial square of four bricks, the growing square loses and regains by turns 

its situation right in the centre of the agnikshetra; it loses it when it is 

increased for the first time, regains it when increased for the second time, 


